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ABSTRACT

A method is described for analyzing the energy spectrum of 
a beam of neutrons by passing them through a 1/v absorbing material 
whose thickness varies linearly with time * The attenuation data is 

shown to be related to the Laplace transform of the energy dependent 

flux, Taking the inverse Laplace transform of a curve fitted to the 

data gives an analytical expression for <|>.(E) * The main problem found 
with the method is that the resultant spectrum is highly dependent 
upon the type of function used to fit the data and the more appro

priate fitting functions do not lend themselves to curve fitting by 
a least squares computer program.

If this problem can be solved the method might be able to 

measure neutron spectra with fair'.resolution using compact, simple 

equipment. Isotope cross sections might also be measured over a wide 
range of energy.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The topic of this thesis is an integral type neutron spectro
meter, i.e,, a spectrometer which measures an integral property of 

a neutron spectrum. This is generally accomplished by passing the 
neutrons through a material which absorbs nearly all neutrons below 
a characteristic energy (e.g., 0.4 ev for 0.020” thick cadmium foil). 
The output of a device of this type is a count rate (neutron speed 
dependent) equal to the integral (with respect to speed) of the 
counter efficiency and transmitted neutron flux, hence the name 

integral spectrometer.
The other major type of spectrometer operates on the principle 

of separating and measuring a group of neutrons in a narrow energy 

range from the neutron population, and is referred to as a differen

tial type. The most widely used device of this type is the time-of- 

flight spectrometer which works on the principle that a burst of 

neutrons (of various energies) starting from the same point in space 

will reach a second location at a time which is characteristic of 

their speed. A common means of getting a pulse, or a series of pulses, 
of neutrons for this type of measurement is by the use of a "chopper” 
which may be a cylinder of a highly neutron absorbent material with 

a slit passing through it. When the cylinder is rotated in a neutron 

beam, very- few neutrons pass through unless the slit is parallel to



the beam direction. At this time a pulse of neutrons passes through. 
The neutrons passing through this chopper may either be counted as a 
function of time after the pulse, thus giving an indication of the 
energy distribution of the beam, or they may be passed through a 
second ,,choppern at some distance along the beam. In the second case, 
the two choppers are phased such that only neutrons in a narrow energy 
band travel the distance in the allotted time. This type of system 
acts as a neutron "monochromator".

Another type of a differential spectrometer uses a crystal 
lattice as a diffraction grating. Very low energy neutrons will 

diffract from suitable crystals according to their relativistic wave

length in such a manner as to cause constructive interference under 

the right conditions. This phenomena is analogous to the scattering 

of electromagnetic radiation from crystals (x-ray diffraction), and 

is similarly governed by Bragg’s law.' Thus a given lattice spacing 

and angle of incidence will yield a particular wave length (energy) 

neutron beam which has undergone constructive interference. This 

method probably gives the best separation of neutrons by energy for 

very low energy neutrons. Higher: energy neutrons are not defracted 
from the surface of the crystal but are transmitted through the 
surface thus limiting the energy range of this method.

The integral type spectrometer was the first of the two types 

to be utilized to measure neutron energy spectra. Attenuators had 

been used to study the energy of other particles and photons and it 

was quite natural to apply the same methods of analysis to neutrons
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when they were discovered * There are several naturally occurring 
isotopes which have a large cross section for low energy neutrons 

but which do not interact with faster neutrons¥ to any appreciable 

extento Some of these isotopes absorb neutrons in such a manner that 
the absorption cross section varies inversely with the neutron speed. 
This type of absorber is referred to as a 1/v attenuator or absorber.

Much of the early cross section work was done with 1/v type 

attenuators. The isotope in elemental boron was probably the 

most widely used in these attenuators which were fabricated as disks 

from a mixture of lead and boron. By varying their thickness one could 
discriminate or remove neutrons of energies less than a selected 

"cut-off" energy. Fermi5 Anderson, and Marshall (1946) and 
Lichtenberger (1945) used disks of elemental boron and lead while 
Dancbff (1948) used enriched boron (92% ^®B) in some of his work.

Dancoff1s paper was of special interest in that he attempted 

to estimate a single resonance for several isotopes whose cross sec
tions varied from a strictly 1/v behavior. His method.involved the 

assumption that the spectrum of a beam taken from a heavy water 
reactor is given by:

(j) (E)= 1/E (1)
above some cut-off energy.

This assumption is plausable if the low energy portion of the 

spectrum (Maxwellian) is removed by filtering the beam through cadmium 

and if there is not a large component of unscattered fission neutrons. 

The latter condition is satisfied by not placing fuel in line with the
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beam, i.e., requiring the neutrons to scatter several times before 

they enter the beam. The gamma activity of a pure 1/v absorbing foil 

in the beam also containing boron was calculated as a function of 
,boron thickness. Then,, by measuring the induced activity of selected 
isotopes, as a function of boron thickness, and subtracting the.amount 
expected if the ndetectorn foil were pure 1/v, the amount due to 
"monokinetic" effects was obtained. This difference followed approxi
mately a logarithmic relationship. In order to simplify the analysis 
it was assumed that a semi-log plot would be fit by a straight line 
and from its slope the energy of the resonance was calculated.

The values arrived at by Dancoff are generally quite close 

to the values given in BLN 325 by Stehn, Goldberg, Magurno, and 
Wiener-Chasman (1964).for the lowest energy resonance of the isotopes. 

The scattering cross sections of both boron isotopes were not well 

known at that time, and there were serious questions about the 

enrichment of the used in these experiments.
Dancoff stressed that his results were not rigorous. A 

number of curves could have been plotted through the points corres

ponding to the difference between the foil activities and those for 

a. pure 1/v absorbing foil. He also stated that details of the cross 
section versus energy curve could not be brought out with this type 

of experiment because monoenergetic neutrons were not used. The amount 

of detail measurable by this method remains to be determined.

As investigations in measurements of cross sections increased 

and more precise values were needed, the,differential spectrometers
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were developed and have nearly replaced the earlier integral type.

The integral type are still used in some dosimeters and in experiments 

where it is desirable to divide the neutron population into a small 

number of energy groups. One of the more recent applications of the 
integral type device found in the literature is a dosimeter made at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The attenuators for this dosimeter 
consist of twenty-four disks made by pressing enriched boron powder 
(92% ^B) into thin walled aluminum containers. These disks ranged 
in thickness from 0.06 to 6.1 cm. and fit into a pear shaped counter 
which accepts neutrons traveling only in the axial direction and 
passing through the filters as shown by Blosser (1964)„ The density 

of the compacted boron powder was 1.4 g/cc and the compaction pressure 

was 30,000 psi.
The spectrometer developed here is an integral type in which 

the attenuator thickness varies in a more continuous manner than in 
disk type attenuation spectrometers. This is accomplished by uniformly 

and continuously varying the thickness of a 1/v absorber which attenu
ates a beam of neutrons. The neutrons which pass through the attenuator- 

are detected and the counts stored in a multi-channel analyser such 

that they can be correlated with the thickness of the attenuator at 
the time they were being counted. The details of the experiment are 

discussed later (Chapter III). A basic question motivating this 

experiment is to determine whether or not additional information 

obtained would be useful in making more precise measurements of a 

neutron spectrum. This method of a continuously varying attenuator

l
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has been used to determine a fast reactor spectrum over its entire 
range as discussed by Kuzminov (1962)e It is not known whether the 

details of a limited segment of an energy spectrum may be brought out 
by this method. If so, this type of device might also be used to 

make cross section measurements.

There is a need for a spectrometer capable of cross section 
measurements in the 10 kev to 1 Mev range. The mechanical chopper 

techniques generally lose their resolution in the range of 1 to 10 

kev due to (1) physical limitations on the speed of rotation of the 
chopper drum, (2) length of the flight path, and (3) the fineness of 
time intervals in which neutrons are counted. The higher energy 

ranges (above 1 Mev) can be studied using an ion accelerator and 

suitable targets giving bursts of monoenergetic neutrons. Varying the 
target material, accelerator potential, and angle of measurement (with 

respect to the incident beam) gives a range of neutron energies.



CHAPTER II

THEORY

The mathematical description of this varying thickness, 

neutron spectrum analysis method is straightforward. The primary 

assumptions made are that the variation of count rate (counts per 

channel) with wedge thickness (channel numbers) can be described by 
a Laplace transform and that the attenuating material has a cross 
section which varies as the inverse of the neutron speed.

The starting point for the derivation is the equation for 
the count rate [C(x)/] of a detector in a neutron beam that has passed 

through an attenuator of thickness x:

C(x) = —  T vA e(v)<j>(v)e dv (2)

where s
A = beam area 
v = neutron speed 

, e(v) = speed dependent counter efficiency 

<j>(v) = speed depencent neutron flux. '

-2- = interaction cross section for the attenuator material 

In order to see that the above integral is a Laplace transform it is 

necessary to make a change of variables. Kuzminov suggested writing 

dv in terms of 2. It is more convenient here to express 2 in the



equation. in terms . of 1/v. since .we have • chosen', an. attenuating material 
with:'

Z = a/v + b (3a)
where a.and b, are constants. M e  then' let':

u = 1/v, (3b)

= - aU + b (3c)
and

; dv = -du/u2. (3d)

By making these substitutions the count rate equation becomes:

-bx -axuC(x) = A e(v)<j>(v)e"DX e"axu .u2du (4a)
o

letting ax = s:
• f00

e(v)<j>(v)u 2e SU du .C(x) = Ae ^X

where the above integral is recognized as the Laplace transform of 
-2e(v)<j>(v)u .

At this point it is necessary to introduce corrections for the 

experimental restrictions' that: (1) the thickness of the attenuator
varies across the width of the beam by (Ax^) because the beam width 

is not negligible; (2) the thickness of.the attenuator changes during 

the counting interval by an amount Ax^. These corrections are made

by integrating the instantaneous count rate over the range from x to
■> -

x + Ax in both cases.



Thus taking ■ G(x)■from equation (2):
rx + AXg.

C (n) =
x

x + Ax^
CfxWxdx
Ax^Ax2 (5a)

where C(n) = counts/channel as a function of channel number. 
Changing the order of integration gives:.

C (n) = f rx + Ax, rx + Ax-

x
A . e (v) <j) (v) e dxdx dv

Ax1Ax2
x . + Ax,

A e (v) <j> (v) e (1-e ^ Xl) dx dv
Ax^Ax2 E

A £(v)<j)(v)e  ̂X (1-e ^Axl) (1-e ^Ax2) dv 
d -  ̂ —  Ax^Ax^E 2 ' :

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

Making the change of variables in equation (5d)as done to 

obtain equation (4b)gives:
,00

C(n)= Ae-bx. G(u)e"SU du

where G(u) = e(u)<|)(u)u ^ ' (1-e ^Axi) (l--e ^^2) .
Ax^Ax^ Ez ' ~

(6a)

(6b)

In the apparatus used for this experiment Ax^» Ax, and the correction
term was taken to be -— — --EAxj

At this point we use the assumption that the inverse Laplace 

transform of the equation for the variation of C(n) with channel 

number' (time) exists and take the inverse transform:



C 1 ' [ C W  A  • ' = L™1 L[G(u)] • (7a)

= G(u) - FCv) (7b)

= v2 e(v) 41 (v) ■ ' (l^e'' 1) (7 c)

That is to say:

A(E) = •1^1 = ' li"1. .(C n C A x j  . . . . — . —  '

V Av3 e(v) a-e_ZAxl)

The solution of this equation is discussed-later.(Chapter IV).

^An equation'.for the. interaction'': cross’.section .of a foil 

placed in the beam can be derived, as follows:

<Kv)£ = e Sfd <j>o (v) ; (9a)

or

;where

Ef = (1/d) In <j>0(v)/<!>f (v) (9b)

d = thickness of the foil .
If = elimination cross section of the foil 

<j> (v) 0 = speed dependent flux without the foil in the beam 

<(> (v) ̂ = speed dependent flux with the foil in the beam 

With proper modification of.the experiment, the interaction.,cross.: 

section can be broken down' into its components, i.e., - absorption and' 
large angle scattering.

Note that equations (8) , and (9b) combine to give:



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
The required experimental measurements involve passing a wedge

of 1/v attenuator through a beam of neutrons and recording neutron
transmission as of function of wedge thickness• The beam of neutrons
was obtained from a General Atomic TRIGA MARK I reactor as shown in the
instruction manual by Mikesell(1966) by means of a 33-foot long aluminum
beam tube. The tube was originally constructed for experiments using

a "slow chopper” as shown by Cooper (1963) . In the early trials of the

experiment the beam passed through the#chopper box which rested above

the reactor core. The chopper box was later eliminated by placing a

short extension onto the main beam tube. This tube then extended down

into the center of the core such that it was in the region of highest

neutron flux. The neutron flux obtainable at the upper end of the beam
tube was approximately 10 neutrons/cm - sec. at 100.KW. However, due

4 2to multichannel analyser dead time, a beam of less than 1.5 x 10 n/cm 
sec. was used here„ The tube was partially evacuated by a roughing 
pump to dimish neutron scattering by air. The pressure in the tube 
was reduced to approximately one-tenth of atmospheric, thereby reducing 

the scattering of neutrons out of the beam from about 38% to 5%.

A collimator was placed in the beam tube at the point where it 
widens to 3" diameter (Fig. 1), about three feet below the water level

. • :  • ■ ; ii
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of the reactor. This consisted of a steel cylinder 1.6" I.D., 2.8"

O.D., and 4" long. A similar cylinder of borated paraffin rested 
on the steel collimator.

The beam tube terminated in the center of a 50 gallon drum 
which was filled with a borax soap and water solution and modified to 
accommodate the tube, the gray wedge, and its driving mechanism, (Figs.

2 and 3) .
The fabrication of a suitable wedge grew into a rather time- 

consuming part of the experiment. The original idea was to use a 

circular shaped wedge (helix). An aluminum shell was fabricated in 

the shape of a helix; however, several attempts to pack it with a 

uniformly dense filling of B^C powder failed. The second attempt was 

a straight wedge, also an aluminum shell with B^C packed into it.

This was vibrated during packing and approximately 100 lbs. of force 

were applied to the powder through the small side of the wedge. The 
wedge produced in this manner gave the first analyzable data for the 
experiment; however, when an attempt was made to cycle the wedge more 

rapidly, the powder shifted in the aluminum shell, disturbing the 

uniform packing.
The final wedge was made by sintering a three-to-one mixture 

of powdered aluminum and B^C powder. The mixture was first compressed 

using about 18,000 Ibs/sq. in. yielding a slab (1.7 cm x 4.6 cm x 7.6cm) 

which was then fired in a tube furnace at 570° C for 90 minutes.
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Figure 1. Beam tube in place (Not to scale)



Figure 2. Wedge of sintered aluminum and boron carbide.

Figure 3. Wedge, associated drive mechanism, and 
colimator.
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This wedge was not completely - satisfactory in that the 
material density (1.3 g/cc) was approximately half of the theoretical 
value ("2.5 g/cc)„ Thus it was a weak material. Several different 
ratios of B^C to aluminum had been tried using a 1,! diameter cylindri
cal die. A pressure of 103000 psi yielded a very dense machinable disk 

with the three-to-one mixture; however3 the product of the larger die 
was less satisfactory. The ram of the larger die did not fit precisely 
("v'10 mil gap) . This allowed the die to leak and bind, the B4C - 

aluminum being an abrasive, gummy mixture to press. The die was badly 
galled while the fourth slab was being pressed. Secondly, increasing 
the thickness of the sample allowed the pressure to distribute in a 

less uniform manner and thus contributed to a less dense slab. In 

addition there was a change in coloration from the center of the slab 

to the outer edges suggesting segregation during sintering or possibly 

reaction of the mixture with the nitrogen gas. It is felt that using 

hot press techniques in an evacuated atmosphere would give a much 

' denser and perhaps more uniform slab, but lack of equipment prevented 
application of this technique here.

The drive for the wedge was a small 60 rpm synchronous motor 

which was geared down to 1/2 rpm. In the final experiment a 4n 
diameter wheel was used to wind a nylon cord attached to the wedge 

(Fig. 2).
The remainder of the equipment for this experiment includes 

a BF^ neutron detector measuring l,f diameter x 10" long(40 cm pressure) , 
and a Technical Measurement Corporation 1024 channel analyser (Model



CN-1024.Digital Computer Unit) with a multiscaler logic unit 6 Fig, 4 
shows the counting equipment diagrammatically.

Procedure

The apparatus was placed (Fig, 1) and the tube evacuated to 

.,1 atmosphere. The reactor was checked out, brought to critical, and 
: the power level increased until the desired count rate was obtained 
with the BFg counter with no wedge p r e s e n t T h e .neutron and gamma dose 
rates were checked, both in the reactor room and at the position of the 
experimenter near the end of the beam tube, at 10 watts and also at the 

desired operating level (1-3 kw),
After the reactor power level had stabilized, the drive mecha

nism was activated and the wedge passed through the beam. As the wedge' 
started forward it tripped a switch starting the multiscaler logic 

unit, storing counts in successive channels of the 1024 channel analy^ 
ser. The time per channel was .1 sec. for the later runs and the 
wedge speed was .27 cm/sec. The motor driving the wedge was stopped 

and reversed after 38 and 45 seconds respectively and counts were 

taken as the wedge returned to its original position. This cycle was 

repeated ten times for each spectrum. The foils of Cd, In, and B^C-A1 
were placed on the front of the detector tube for their cross section 

measurements.
Preparation for the experiment included finding the detector 

plateau and setting the amplifier such that no gamma rays were counted. 

The amplifier gain and discriminator were set so that a gamma ray would 

have to lose 16 times as much energy in the detector as Co^ radiation 

to be counted.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

The theoretical description of this experiment places only one 
restriction on the function used to fit the attenuation curve; i.e., 
it has an inverse Laplace'transform. There are several practical 

considerations, however, which lead one to believe that certain types 
of functions would be more suitable than others. One such considera
tion is that the neutron spectrum from a reactor is continuous. This 

eliminates a function which fits attenuation data quite readily; a 

sum of pure exponential terms. To say that a pure exponential has an 
inverse Laplace transform one must use the L ^ (1) = 6 (t) as shown by 

Fich (1951). Applying the translation operation then gives L--*-(e-^2s) 

<S(t-P2) » i.e. the reactor spectrum would be represented by delta 
functions spaced along the energy axis.

A second consideration is that the F(s) should be defined at 

s = 0 (zero wedge thickness). In the present analysis the thickness 

does not go to zero, although that data point was taken. With a 
finite beam width, there is a discontinuity between the point s = 0 

and the point at which the leading edge of the wedge has crossed the 

beam. With proper modification, of the experiment, however, the zero 
thickness point could be approached very closely.

An example of a function which is not defined at s = 0 is 

C(s) = I P^/sP2. When four to nine such terms were used in a least

■ ■- ' 18 - ,
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squares program with the values of fixed in the range of values 

.25 to 4, the P^'s would converge rapidly to give a curve which fit

the data quite well. The resulting^(E), however, was not really
f

close to the expected shape of a reactor spectrum. It had negative 

regions in it and would indeed often be negative in the region where 

the Maxwellian should have been at its maximum value. The one advan

tage of this function was that (p (E) was positive in the region from 
.1 to 100 ev. and had reasonable slope and magnitude. The spectra 
resulting from using these terms are shown in the results section.

A third practical consideration is that the function should 
be such that the initial parameter estimates need not be exactly the 

correct answer. That is to say, the system described by the least 

squares program in the computer must have a finite area of stability 
(the larger the better) . This was a criterion which caused the
rejection of many functions. An example of one such function is 

» -P2SC(s) = £ P-̂ e /(s-hP̂ ) . A sum of three such terms was fitted to an
800 point set of data which was not corrected for the constant portion
of the total wedge cross section. The function would not converge

unless several parameters were held constant during a computer run.
The <J>(E) which resulted from this function was not unlike the expected

reactor flux. It was found, however, that in making the correction for
the constant scattering cross section that one of the assumptions

allowing the inversion of the function had been violated. Multiplying 
bsthe C(s) by e gave one of the terms a positive exponent, disallowing 

the use of the translation operation. An attempt was made at correcting



the data by e and fitting the resulting curve. This particular 
function could not be forced to fit the corrected data with all of 
its exponential coefficients of js less than zero.

An attempt was made to derive the form of terms which would
kyield a (̂E) which would vary as (1/v) over a limited range of energy. 

The mathematics involved in the derivation could not be carried out 
but by setting up the equations it was seen that the function, C(s) =
£ P^e £>2s/(s+P2)'E>̂ 3 which has the inverse Laplace transform of 
f (1/v) = £ P-̂ e ^(l/v (i/v-P2)P4 ^U(1/v-P2) would have great

versatility as to type of flux curve which it could generate. Of 

course, convergence with a function such as this with so many fitted 

parameters, is very difficult to obtain with the Los Alamos Least 
Squares Program as shown by McWilliams(1962) .

A final attempt at a function that would both fit the curve 
and give a reasonable spectrum was, C(s) Pi/Cs-^)^, where the 
,P2!s and Pg1s were given fixed values. Again the attenuation curve , 
was fit very well but the flux was not the classic reactor, spectrum.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS

The curves shown in this chapter all result from data taken 

with the sintered aluminum - boron carbide wedge. Attenuation curves 
are shown plotting every fifth point (Figs. 5 through 9). The line 
through the points is the least squares fit of the function:

cCs) =: I (11)
n=l s 2n 

* • 
where the are given the values .5, 1, lo5, 2, 3, 4, and the

? 2 n - I are calculated by the programe
Large statistical fluctuations are seen in the regions where

only a few hundred counts are stored in a channel» The shapes of
the curves change quite noticeably as various foils are placed on the

beam. The .005" cadmium foil produces a much flatter attenuation

curve than the .005" indium foil, which is not much different than

the beam with no foil placed in it.
A portion of the spectra for the cadmium foil and the no foil

data sets are shown (Fig. 10). These spectra were generated by a
subroutine to the least squares program which inverted the F(s) and

solved equation (8) for sixty values of neutron energy. The no foil
'■ ■■ \  . ‘ >

spectrum is compared with the ones for the indium foil and aluminum- 

boron carbide slug (Fig. 11).



The spectra shown for the two run’s with cadmium in the beam

are very si ilar in shape and vary in magnitude by about a factor of
three, the amount by which the reactor power was increased between 
the two measurementso The slopes of the cadmium spectra are greater 
than 1/E at the lower end of the range (.1 ev) and slightly less than 
1/E at the 10 ev point.

The no foil and indium foil spectra both have a slope greater
than 1/E in this range, where theory would indicate a 1/E slope as

shown by West (1963)»

A plot of three of the spectra resulting fitting the data to:

ccs) = i v ^ b ^  . (12)

is shown (Fig. 12) where the parameters in the denominator were 

assigned arbitrary values in order to obtain a fitted function i.e., 

to avoid having the calculation diverge. The resulting function fit 
the data well, but the neutron spectra were not.of the expected shape, 

and were negative in portions of the range of energy which the wedge 

was designed to describe best (.1 to 100 ev).
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Figure 5. Attenuation curve for TRIGA neutron spectrum. 
The curve fitted by least squares to

6 Pon-lf (s) = V — —  where sa channel number. 
n=l s 2n
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Figure 6V Attenuation curve with same spectrum as Figure 5 
except an addition of .005" Cd in the beam. 

Also using the same fitting function.
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Figure 7. Attenuation curve same as Figure 6 (Cd. foil) 
except reactor flux three times higher.
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Figure 8. Attenuation Curve using .005" In. in beam.
Same reactor flux and fitting function as Figure 7.
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2Attenuation curve using .462 g/cm of 1:6 
mixture of B,C: Al. Same fitting function and 
flux as previous two figures.
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(_)= no foil in the beam 
□  = cadmium foil lower power 
/\= cadmium foil higher power

-

1.0 
Energy - ev

Figure 10. Spectra resulting from fitting data to C(s)ebS= T
6 P2n-l

n=l ps 2n
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= indium foil in the beam _
/\t= boron-carbide-aluminum 

slug in the beam
0 = no foil in the beam' 1 ■ J ■ ■ ; ; ; - ^

Figure 11. Spectra resulting from

1.0
Energy - ev 6 p
fitting data to C(s)e S= T —

n=l S 2n
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__ S B i
-•14 0 = no foil in the beam . ZX= cadmium foil - lower power 

□=  cadmium foil - higher power-

Figure 12. Spectra resulting from fitting data to

C(s) ebs = I 3n-l
n=l (s + P3n_2) 3n



CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our initial purpose for studying this method of neutron 

spectrum analysis was to find out if it would work, not having 
found specific reference to it in a preliminary literature search.
We came upon the article by Kuzminov at about the half way point in 
the study. The spectra which he displayed in that paper were for the 
BR-2 and BR-5 reactors. The article seemed quite general and gave no 

details of the analysis9 i.e., nothing concerning fitting the atten
uation curve or taking its inverse. In fact their representation of 

the extraction cross section of the "filter" (n-hexane) must have 
been a somewhat complicated function in itself. Attempts to trace 

their work in the literature failed. It seems that they must have  ̂

hit upon a better means of analysis than was used in this paper. Some 
other methods which could be used to analyse the data follow.

It is quite possible that Kuzminov et al. fit their attenuation 

data without the use of a computer to one of the more complicated(and 
descriptive) terms mentioned.in the analysis section of this paper.
They were not trying to describe their spectra in great detail and 
therefore would not have needed to use more than a couple of terms.

Another alternative is to use a numerical method for computing, 

inverse Laplace transforms. Schmittroth and Clayton (1959) describe' 

a method. Their method is primarily designed to invert a complicated

31 V
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function whose.inverse is not given in tables of transforms,but 
perhaps it could be incorporated into a method to invert data.

The data taken during the last part of this work seem to be 
adequate for the purpose of searching for proper fitting functions. 
There was a bit of deviation from the expected monotonic decrease in 
count rate with increase in wedge thickness * This was attributed to 

statistical fluctuations of the source and a little roughness in the 
wedge drive. The wedge itself was qualitatively uniform in boron 

density, although it was porous and hydroscopic (3% water by weight).

A better wedge'could probably be made by hot press techniques, as 

mentioned in an earlier section.
Assuming that"the analysis was perfected to a point where a 

number of the more complicated fitting terms could be used, it would 
be necessary to change the data acquisition portion of the experiment 

to increase the resolution and range of the method. The energy range 
is determined in the low region by how "thin" the wedge can be made.
The upper limit is set either by the point at which the wedge material 
loses its 1/v characteristics or by the maximum thickness of the 
wedge. For the present study, these limits should be .5 ev. to 100 ev.

This range should be capable of being vastly increased by 
3using a gas (BF^ or He ) as the attenuator, in which case the gas 

pressure would be used to vary the blackness of the filter. Such a 

filter could decrease the lower limit to near 0 ev and increase the 

upper limit to a few hundred kev.
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The resolution should be determined by: the fineness of

the increments of absorber thickness3 i.e. number of data points in 
a given range of absorber thickness 3 the statistical quality of the 
data, and the type and. number of curve fitting terms used in the 
analysis of the data. Dead time considerations limit the counting 
rate so that an increase in the number of data points results in a 
proportional increase in the time required to take data of the same 

statistical quality. Increasing the number of data points and 

fitting terms also result in a proportional increase in computer 
time. The number of data points was reduced from 800 to 46 as it 
became apparent that it would be necessary to look for appropriate 
fitting terms and not primarily to measure the resolution of the 

method.

A careful analysis of experimental errors does not seem 
appropriate here, as the data analysis is. not in a finished form.

Had the resultant spectra been closer to the theoretical spectra, 
estimations of the errors due to statistical fluctuations, wedge 
drive nonlinearity, and wedge cross section uncertainty would have 

been combined to give the error associated with each data point. 

Performing the analysis on the data plus and minus its associated 

error would have then given an idea of.the effect of such errors on 
the results.
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Conclusions:

The'data fitting functions used in this paper, equations 11 and 12

A  « . ) > - !  ^
n=l . sI>2n

^  C(s) ebs = |  P3n"2
A1 1 (s + P3n-l) P3n 

are not the most appropriate functions 9 especially when arbitrary values 

must be assigned to some of the parameters to allow the computer 
calculations to converge„ If the function:

C(s) ebs= ! ;  ■ P4n-3-e--4-^  
n=l (s ■+■ P.-,) 4n4n-ly

could be fitted to the data one term at. a time with all of the para

meters free to vary, it is thought that a fairly complicated spectrum, 

could be charted.

The increased number of data points obtained by continuously 

varying the attenuator thickness willvadd very little to the method 

until the analysis (curve fitting technique) is improved.
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